Bragging Writes

We take pride in the things that Commonwealth Honors College students, faculty, and staff are doing. Read all about these things here!

Analyzing Obama's Presidency
Michael Eric Dyson, professor of sociology at Georgetown University, spoke to the UMass community on Wednesday, April 13, regarding his new book, The Black Presidency: Barack... Read More

Scholars, Alumni, and Donors
On Friday, April 15, the Commonwealth Honors College Events Hall filled with students, parents, and alumni for the college's annual Scholarship Awards Reception. CHC Dean... Read More

Upcycling Entrepreneur
"I've never really applied to a job in a traditional sense since graduating," said Nathan Rothstein '06. Cofounder of Project Repat, Rothstein uses his entrepreneurial skills to... Read More
Recognizing Rising Researchers
UMass Amherst recognizes student researchers for making their mark on a variety of academic opportunities. This year, Commonwealth Honors College students Stephanie Chan '17, ... Read More

The Doctors Are In
CHC and UMass Amherst students networked with healthcare professionals in the Student Union Ballroom on April 7 for the 5th Annual Pre-Health Sciences Networking Dinner, co-... Read More

Stepping Stone to Service
John Park '12 remembers the precise moment when he printed all 40 pages, stapled them, and submitted his honors thesis after months of intense research and advocacy work on the... Read More

Imagining an Indigenous Future
Amherst College Associate Professor Lisa Brooks presented "Imagining an Indigenous Future: Adaptation, Decolonization and Sustainability in the Wake of Climate Change" at the... Read More
#MyDayInCHC with Kaelan
On Monday, April 4, CHC Photographer Kaelan Burkett took over on Instagram to share his experience as a CHC student. I've lived in Massachusetts for my... Read More

Michael Eric Dyson to Present Lecture
Michael Eric Dyson, professor of sociology at Georgetown University, will present on his new book The Black Presidency: Barack Obama and The Politics of Race in America on... Read More

LSATs, Legalese, and Lawyers
The Commonwealth Honors College Events Hall was abuzz Thursday night with questions about LSAT prep, private versus public sectors, and work life balance. Current students met... Read More

Pizza and Prof: Jonathan Wynn
On March 28, sociology professor Jonathan Wynn led a discussion around the industry of live performance. Wynn's latest book, Music/City: Festivals and Culture in Great American... Read More
#MyDayInCHC with Serena
CHC Photographer Serena Pang took over our Instagram on Friday, March 25, to share what the day of CHC student is like. Good morning, everyone! My name is... Read More

2016 Daffodil Lecture
Selected to give the 2016 Daffodil Lecture on Sustainability and the Environment, Amherst College Associate Professor Lisa Brooks will present “Imagining an Indigenous Future:... Read More

Help at Each Step
Advising more than 3,800 students is a challenge for any advisor. But when they come from every major, bring varied backgrounds, and try to take in as many opportunities as... Read More

Facing the Blank Page
Tick-tock. Tick-tock. Tick-tock. Few college students still rely on an analog clock but as the deadline for a paper gets closer, they somehow hear the ticking anyway. Tick-tock.... Read More
#MyDayInCHC with Stephanie
On Monday, March 21, CHC Photographer Stephanie Berenson took over the CHC Instagram to share what a day in the life of a CHC student is really like.  

War Stories
Standing guard outside a meeting of Afghan police and village elders in Zabul Province, a U.S. soldier checks his phone. The soldier in the center of the photo has a green filter...  

Peer Mentors: Knowledgeable Neighbors
For CHC peer mentor Stephanie Crowley ’17, working with first-year honors students is not a job but an opportunity to help out her neighbors. “Every year I get to meet a new set...  

#MyDayInCHC with Kaelan
On Monday, March 7, CHC Photographer Kaelan Burkett took over the CHC Instagram to share what the day in the life of a CHC student is really like.  

Read More
Two Steps Away

Campus administrators, leaders, and students gathered in the Commonwealth Honors College Events Hall Wednesday to hear Bateman Scholar in Residence Aren LeeKong speak. Chancellor... Read More
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